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Try to Prevent the Enemy Carrying Away the Guns… (A continuing narrative of pity and the left)

‘The moderates have felled more of the revolution than have its most fervent opponents’

I.

‘Leftism’ serves as the final realization of spectacular thought in our times. It is the complete recuperation of all 
affairs revolutionary into a coherent state of ideological thought, one governed entirely by the conditions which 
birthed its creation. Prior to the onset of the spectacle, before WWI, it could be said that leftist ideology was 
unpredictable, a possible threat to the continuity of capitalism, but like all good threats, it has since been 
sanitized without comment. An ideology which retains only the sight of its historical veneer has been made of 
leftism, this is the legacy of the decline, fall, and resurrection to the 'revolution' of placid reform. Have the 
courage to be destructive and you will soon see which wonderful flowers grow out of the ashes of what you have 
torn down, this remains the only approach to be adopted in and around the decomposition of the left. 

Organize, raise the consciousness, educate, write, sell the paper, march, and, most importantly, organize! These 
are the anguished mating calls of modern delusion, calls far too hopeless to be worth the words they play with. 
These hollowed murmurs of ideology exist apart from integrated unity with their language of presentation- in the 
organizational revolution of today it can be said beyond refute that the leftist has simply made the discovery of 
transfusing the molding thought of the enlightenment, of alienation, into the language of 'revolt'. Nietzsche and 
others have long since outlined the ineptitude of language and its capacity alone to stand as a model of serious 
communication, but this lesson is not founded in the realm of recuperation, for it is the antithesis to its historical 
end. “Organize!” they cry, and it is hard to find anyone unwilling to spread this message. Whether in the name of 
God, a socialist world, or a mere rise in minimum wage, the concept of organization is composed with intent to 
recreate a solidarity lost in the organization of a world long since devoid of meaning. The only active ingredient 
to this organization, in terms of imitated comradeship, is the reproduction of images without background, images 
fit only for the alienated. 

The idea that the modern spectacle can be improved or modified from the inside is what fuels the progression of 
its existence. Passionate workers for spectacular causes who dub themselves leftists find employment in unions 
and organizations with tremendous ease, upon which time they not only become bureaucrats, but they become 
passionate, dedicated servants of a society they know nothing of. Some will try to engage in a 'self reflexive' 
critique, wherein the individual radical recognized the futility of his work while at the same time recalling that it 
is preferable to inaction, but this self reflection is but another safety value for the ideological racket, another 
method through which it retains its payroll. They only work because they do what they love, the cadre of the left, 
because what they do it important, and they will take any excuse that is presented to them… They vie for the 
product of their leftism in relation to its competitors, all the while fulfilling the script of the universally accepted 
concept of “organization.” Leftism has entered into a state of near-complete integration within its historical 
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ideological lineage of ordered revellion; it is dependent on the same basis of non-thought, the illusion of the 
struggle between organizations, the holiness of its own program, the importance of its need, etc, which all 
modern ideologies thrive on

II.

With any fine general staff, strategic wit is always subjected to a second quality beyond field-derived intellect, 
the point of troop quality. This is a factor of multiple elemental nuances, ranging from the formal constraints of 
supplies, weariness, training, and, perhaps most relevant to this 
matter, morale. If an army finds itself positioned perfectly in a 
battle, or finds itself in the most ideal position against its 
enemy, it does not matter how many formal capacities of 
victory may be present to its aims, should the caliber of the 
troop find itself subverted by psychological rot. Should it be 
the case that a revolution finds itself gripped with a sinking 
impression that its victory will not be found, that victory 
cannot be found, it will be more impressionable to the 
whispers of half-victory, of strategic stalemates, all of which 
will simply prolong the continuity of engagement, all of which 
secure the job of the officer corps for yet another round of 
conflict. These maneuvers tend to incur less risk for those 
tasked with the demands of offense, but their results are 
indicative of their intents in the given political climate. 

The problem of the leftist extends beyond this simple question 
of morale and willingness in the hierarchy, however, their 
excessive love of command is all ready well known by most. 
By any measure, it will invariably be the case that such tastes 
for the old order will find themselves met with an inglorious 
ousting in any festival of revolutionary expression. No, the 
truly sinking danger of the left is not its role within the 
proletariat, but rather, its role in any form of power. Lines may 
hold and operate as well as desired in combat maneuver, but 
this factor will be negated entirely should they be under 
utilized by willfully negligent command. Classical warfare of 
the 17th and 18th century was conducted along gentlemanly 
understandings, by the ideology of the age. When a commander had bested his foe into a clearly discernible 
checkmate, the opposing force would retreat without serious contention. Aristocratic manners ruled on the 
battlefield, as they did in society. This affair rapidly changed with the onset of the late 18th century and the 
entrance of social revolution into the field of battle. The French, no longer prepared with the material means to 
equip entirely professional armies, or the margin of error to allow the opposition's defeated armies to retreat 
without engagement, proceeded to invert the functions of war, as they did history. Offensive, along with a taste 
for totalizing victory, became the order of the day in battle, both internally and externally for the revolution. This 
trend was notably undertaken not by the command, but rather, by the willing participants of revolt. On the border 
of Belgium, entire French armies materialized overnight from the urban poor and peasantry, all intent on a war 
not of diplomatic finesse, of petty tactical gain, but of victory. 

Unwilling to cede the confines of his age, the leftist cadre intervenes in the question of revolution unconsciously 
knowing full well that he cannot bring himself to risk defeat, and, more importantly, that he cannot risk exposure 
to a life beyond that which is governed by the past. Like his ancestry in the classical officer corps, he is 
perpetually a man of his past. His timidity exists in the commentary of perpetually well-intended revolutionary 
activity- he uses all the same words with all the same sincerity in his endless justifications for power, but the 
result remains all the same. The cadre profits, socially and economically, from his position of dominance over 
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the industry of revolutionary organizing, and he bears a post which he does not wish to abandon. The cadre seeks 
to freeze history with all the same intents as the overtly declared reactionary- the only difference that remains is 
that the reactionary does not adorn his dress in red. 

What is thus called for in the engagement against the leftist is not a return to ideological stalemate, but rather, a 
recreation of daring. Revolution must be a creation, and creation will not be allowed or understood purely 
through the rules of this époque. We all hope for any given image of revolution, in the lines of our manifestos 
and in our party platforms, but we do not all understand what revolution will amount to. In the eyes of the leftist, 
revolution is a raise, a safer commodity, a more pleasant work place, it is an event which exists for the promotion 
of his own self-imposed importance, with the real and existing 'struggle' of the proletariat existing as his route to 
legitimacy. The work of the cadre is in the management of the appearance known to class struggle; he desires it 
to emerge, but only to a point where he may safely profit from its prompt arrival and departure. Social 
expression is both the source and demise of the modern leftist, and his actions are painfully aware of this fact. 

 

The left is ill, we hope it dies. 

 

R.-M. Rogers

WORK IS DEATH

Prostitution is only a particular expression of the universal prostitution of the worker.

– Karl Marx

1.THE SPECTACULAR AMERICAN WORKER OF THE 21st CENTURY

THE NECESSITY OF THE UNNECESSARY:  modern man needs work to survive under capitalism. Almost all 
existing production is entirely unnecessary to human life.

THE CAFÉ is the graveyard of the graduate student. They were already dead, but here you find them in their 
graves. Getting a job at a café, you meet the over-educated manager looking for over-educated workers. 
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Graduate students: you, too, can collect them all, he seems to think as he hires you. What is a Liberal Arts 
degree but a performance fit for selling the mystique of intellectualism? What is a Liberal Arts degree but proof 
that you can be complacent enough to complete assigned tasks and routines?

THE WAITRESS is the fate of the young woman. The grocery-store cashier is the fate of the aging waitress. The 
waitress is the paradigmatic example of the world of representation—she is at once a performer and an image; 
she is a moving image, as in a film, who is reduced to a representation of desire. It is her job to be universally 
acceptable. It is her job to fulfill the desires of the infinite flow of customers. It is her job to serve. In recent 
years, the words “waiter” and “waitress” were changed to “server.” While the position remains gendered despite 
the androgynous verbiage, the term “server” implies a more active servitude. Instead of waiting to attend to 
orders and prepared foods, the server provides active “customer service” as a personality open to all 
conversations, hecklings, and demands.

THE INTERN is the fate of the bourgeois child. The child who can afford to not be paid. The only people 
between 18 and 25 who can afford to not be paid are people who have parents who are willing to provide food, 
housing, and transportation costs to their child. Interns are getting progressively older, and, therefore, 
progressively more bourgeois. They are told that their internship will provide them with the experience to land 
an entry-level position. However, the entry-level position no longer exists. Even secretaries (Administrative 
Assistants) need years of secretarial work experience and a salary history in order to be applicable for a secretary 
position. Modern applicability is based on circular logic which disallows even wealthy interns from entry into 
work. Work is the domination of the past over the present. The only people who are qualified to work are the 
people who are already working.

TWENTY-FIVE is the new age of childhood. Thirty is the age of washed-up failure. Experience is always 
demanded but never had. Resumés and tests form the 21st Century definition of humanity; people are 
quantifiable, filterable, and most of them are nothing but spam. The filter quantifies experience through 
quantifying the times wasted, working, doing menial tasks which are in fact anti-experiences. Careers are circles 
of hell: some are better than others, but they are all redundant, menial, and painful. As in The Inferno, the final 
circle of hell, where people freeze, is reserved for dissidents. Placated desire and selfishness admit people into 
higher circles, but radicalism, dissidence, and distaste for the current political and spectacular situation receives 
nothing but a “fuck you” from even the most dismal places of employment. “Do you respect authority?” asks the 
personality test. As a result, the conscious spectacular worker is inherently forced to be a liar, a sell-out, a fake, a 
hack, and therefore castrated, and therefore, essentially, a prostitute.

2. THE PSYCHOLOGY OF WORK

IMMERSION creates the worker. The state of being a worker is a state of removal from selfhood, detached from 
existence—alienated. Immersion is created through the proliferation of tasks, the tightened schedule, and the 
reliance on others to complete similar tasks. This fabricated environment produces drama through interaction, 
stress through scheduling, and a necessity for the acceptance of the fate of continually working in the same 
manner through the proliferation of repetitive tasks into the indefinite future. Hatred and boredom that would 
have been directed at work itself is instead directed at fellow workers and customers. Radical thinking, and, 
more generally, thinking about the world outside of the work environment, is erased by the demand for constant 
attentiveness to tasks, to interactions; to the biosphere of the workplace. This biosphere is in fact also a 
panopticon. Workers are constantly watched and evaluated for their performance not only by their bosses but 
also by their customers and their fellow workers. They are therefore inherently friendless in an atmosphere of 
constant suspicion. Furthermore, undercover health inspectors, undercover corporate evaluators who can fire a 
worker simply for not asking a customer if they would like to participate in the latest coupon or deal, and 
undercover cops evaluating the serving of alcohol provide a constant threat which creates not merely an 
atmosphere of suspicion, but a sense of moral duty behind the accurate performance of what are in fact 
unimportant tasks.
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COMPETITION provides a sense of self-justification to the worker. The alcoholic pities the drug-addict. The 
worker has risen above the state of unemployment, putting them in a state of gratitude and, for a short period, 
giving them a sense of superiority to their previous state or to their peers. They now know how to ‘succeed’ in an 
interview. In fact, they are an authority on the subject. They are in a position to give advice. But the luster of 
work soon fades as the period of ‘learning’ and newness at work undermines the worker to a period of self-
hatred, fatigue, stress, and a sense of being a lesser product or producer than the surrounding workers. However, 
with time comes confidence and meagerly-given responsibility; with confidence and responsibility come 
security and the fear of losing confidence and responsibility in a period of unemployment or in beginning a new 
line of work. Hours are lengthened, the number of tasks is greatened; the expectations are higher. To lose 
concentration would be to lose respect. The fatigue grows greater, yet the worker becomes accustomed to 
perpetual fatigue. More work becomes a respite instead of a curse—it is a distraction from boredom. Speed, 
endurance, and concentration become the only virtues. These are the same virtues demanded by a video game. 
Immersion is the synthesis of the worker and the work to the point that the worker becomes the work. However, 
with a sense of competition with others, with oneself/one’s limits, and with other workspaces, the worker is not 
only immersed, but enchanted into a state of desire to work toward something. These somethings are often even 
vocalized by the boss-figures; criticisms and goals are given; the perpetual amount of work becomes an 
aspiration rather than simply a task. Individual aspirations are replaced by company aspirations. Individual 
desires, stories, and complaints become homogeneous with those of the workplace. Experience becomes 
homogeneous. And so the animal comes to love the cage.

-Anna O'Meara

Even those who wander are lost; Discourses on the 
death of the Flaneur

            To enter the streets of a Friday evening in any city 
of this epoch is to commit suicide. Unless you are 
accompanied by a hundred thousand others, equipped with 
paving stones, this fate is an inevitability. The streets, 
barren of anything except constraint, constitute both a 
barrier and a passage, a notion not that would not be 
without its own poetry were it not for its service to the 
spectacle- the modern city finds itself today as an entity 
built upon the cold-shouldering of the individual interested 
in liberatory wandering. The dismantling of the physical 
byways in favor of the ever-worshipped ‘organized space’ 
has, as its necessary consequence, the destruction of 
comparable psychological byways, those that do not 
intersect at right angles. Though this tired metaphor is on 
its deathbed, it serves to illustrate the poverty of creation, 
when subjected to our form of correction. To look at 
literature, whose realism is destroyed by uniformity and 
identification, whose surrealism is overtaken by the 
exposing of their byways to the physical and figurative 
bulldozer, is almost too painful- the instinct is to kill 
literature there and then, in order to save its life. The 
ossification of personal experience is second only to the 
supersession of the stereotype in favor of the pseudo 
subjective. This development does not mark the bottom of 
the barrel of the spectacular, but rather a new beginning.
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            The urban landscape is marred by the presence of transitory and interrupted space. The alley hurts the 
soul like a hot blade, and the pseudo-gathering space is all the more deplorable for the disgusting pretension to 
community it vaunts as its purpose. Even here, as they lie between hell and Tartarus, even here they remain blind 
to the reality of their existence as mere corollary, safety valve, and function of the vast algorithm that maintains 
the representational world we inhabit. The buildings, instead of comforting, are monolithic and monotonous, the 
streets, instead of totalizing, are divisive. This is no hiccup of urban planning. This is urban planning taken to its 
ultimate and most successful extreme. There is no organization without constraint, and constraint tends to fail 
without the support of seductive images that offer themselves as alternatives to the much more difficult task of 
maintaining authenticity. Indeed, the geography of the mind is the more threatening the nearer one gets to the 
radical refusal of all such images.

            The anarchists have made but a feeble attempt to recognize the poverty of contained space. Their 
remonstrance, ranging in intensity from ‘take back the streets’ (lukewarm, banal, and self-destructive) to ‘Down 
with separation’ (a passable notion if divorced from its context, in this case, the dispersal of pamphlets so 
entitled at a paltry ‘farmers market’. As though the land were not dead and buried, embalmed beneath its own 
skin.) The organization of their own acceptance, neutralization, and euthanasia cannot but stem from the 
inversion of the already gross concessions they have made to Power and to their brand of Ideology, that is, a 
utilitarianism wholly divorced from an authentic will to act or create, but founded rather in a weary 
consciousness of alienation so complete, even their resistance has the stench of the token about it.

            In the age of disassociated and pseudo-subjective creation, so well-illustrated in the universal falsism 
“everyone’s a winner!”, anyone wishing to attempt a most radical refusal has the double charge of feeling for 
themselves and seeking authenticity in a vacuum of desire, and also of seeking those other individuals whose 
desire for authenticity shows through even the inevitable mask they share, without attributes other than token 
imitation. The spectacular organization of space has as its inevitable consequence the exponential decrease in the 
potential for connections based on desire, for the possibility for unexpected occurrence is so minimal. From the 
bedroom in the morning, awaking after a passionless night, to the car, waiting in traffic for hours, or the train, 
where all that is visible is the disaffection and commodified dissent of your potential comrades, sitting across the 
aisle, buried in pulp fiction that they might forget their desire for life, to the office, the field, the construction 
site, where your labor is exploited, you are rendered a husk of humanity. Then back home, contented only 
externally, while your soul fills with the grit of time spent uselessly. To dissent is either to assent or to be 
destroyed. No opportunity for compromise is offered, no quarter is to be given or taken. Be as emotionless and 
insensitive as a brick! That is the mantra of the successful individual. Allow yourself to be beaten like a dog, in 
body, desire, and mind, or else withhold your alienated time until the point where your refusal is so complete, 
you are capable of firing point-blank at our enemies.

The Mythology of Radical Cinema

1.Exposition: The modern leftist remains a predictable enough creature in the visual parameters of the spectacle. 
He watches the same television as those ‘unconscious’ masses he holds in contempt, while he indulges in the 
same navel gazing cinematic engagements as the ever-detested bourgeois, this much is well established by the 
tremendous breadth of accumulated information conglomeration available to the pseudo-social contrasts and 
comments visible to most every strata of spectator. A quick comparison between the facebook profile of liberal 
and militant communist will, in most cases, reveal at least a few shared interests in the cinematic, with each 
bickering over its own ideological reading of a piece designed to birth whatever ideological readings it may. So 
long as ideology is ideology, all is well in the spectacle. Yes, the arbitrary distinctions may occasionally be found 
in all the places where they may be expected- the more ‘cultured’ of the spectacle’s most advanced cadre will 
inevitably prefer to obscure their ‘common’ tastes with ossification into the esoteric, but the distinction exists 
only in as self delusion. The spectacle has no personal judgment, if it is sellable, it will be sold. The imitation 
arthouse of today is screened within earshot of the grandiose ‘action’ films produced by all the same powers, 
while the smug sense of taste shared by its opposed viewers remains the same. Art film will be detested by the 
average man as incomprehensible, while action film will be detested as deplorably ‘low’ by the cultured, while 
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all engaged in the debate continue to provide further scaffolding to the myth of the ‘genre’. Both seemingly 
contradictory sides have their merit, but their fault is that they do not understand this merit of unintentional 
negation. All film has since proven itself empty, our task can now amount only to a desacrilizing recognition of 
this fact- a war on all cinematic culture is our only desired end, a war fought so that culture may perhaps be 
created once again. “Many proletarians are aware that they have no power over their lives; they know it, but 
they don’t express it in the language of socialism and of previous revolutions.”

Culture, in its heightened state of current 
decomposition, finds itself devolved to a 
point where it has achieved all that it could 
once be hoped to achieve. There is hardly a 
trope in narrative not already explored and 
repackaged to its death remaining in music, 
literature, or cinema, though certain 
divisions in cultural subset have facilitated 
the continued illusion of expansion. Even 
the beloved concept of proletarian culture is 
hardly new- another standard phrase of 
parlance in the spectacular, another subset of 
the cultural milieu, it can be dated to the 
high tide of the second international and the 
German SPD, when workers would be 
organized not only along lines of the 
political, of the workplace, of the militant 
cell, but, in their usage of leisure time. This party would host social events for its radical members, so that their 
leisure time would be spent amongst their now increasingly accepted political, and social, milieu. These events 
were in no separate from those undertaken by the less class conscious of the proletariat, the leisure time of the 
militant worker went to waste in all the same muck as that the time of his less-fortunate comrades languished, 
disparities in the usage of 'comrade' aside. Alienation remains to be found as the final end game. 

Trotsky once spoke against the notion of proletarian culture, arguing that it would be entirely incomprehensible 
for a mass of people which had not full digested the decomposition of the bourgeois to be prepared for yet 
another advance into yet another tier of cultural subjugation. His point stands in that bourgeois culture was never 
entirely solidified in the Soviet Union, but his conclusions were undoubtedly hinged on the inadequacy of the 
proletariat to realize a revolution against and for everything. Trotsky’s theorem was one designed never to be 
solved. A cultural progression consciously known by its designers to be predicated in impossibility when taken at 
the weight of its word, it has since bee realized as a framework of ideological function which continues to reign 
as the dominant word in all affairs cultural to the bureaucracy today. While the state of the Soviet Union would 
never be able to perfect this masterpiece of modern thought, it remains a leading example of early division of 
appearance in the rule of class power. Marx no longer needs to contain Marx, revolution no longer needs to 
contain revolution, and alcohol no longer needs destroy the liver- with the implementation of integration in the 
diffuse and integrated spectacle, the understanding of effect may now be coupled with action organized towards 
impotency to its fullest possible extent. All that was once lived is now safely be viewed through the sanitized 
lens of representation, revolution included. 

But what of modernity and its cultural standing today? It has since been found that Lenin could only thrive when 
paired intrinsically to bourgeois society, as it was known both then and now to the spectacular. This reality was 
not realized to its completion at the moment of its formal declaration, however, its solidification into historical 
definition has only come in recent decades. While the revolution of 1917 was a revolution of image, this image 
existed without the power of the commodity to establish it beyond refutation, beyond doubt. Eisenstein broke 
enough barriers in cinema, but he was not understood by the totality of Soviet society, a society only capable of 
the blunt enforcement of but one blend of ideological solvency. It would only be in Hollywood that Eisenstein 
would find a suitable home in style, foretelling the synthesis of communist revolution with the innovation of 
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mass pop cinema. 

This crucial divide between the diffuse and the concentrated spectacle, since realized in the integrated class 
forces prevalent today, is what has allowed the best of the concentrated to depart entirely from its origins. The 
spectacle has simply revived the historical oddity of state socialism for the ends of the commodity, a theater of 
bemusement to be enjoyed by 'revolutionary' militant and common spectator alike. 

Time and its progressions are well understood by the forces governing these productions of radicalized image. If 
the viewer of a film considers himself content after viewing two hours of ‘revolution’, he will have his 
dissatisfaction with society tamed, for this cinema has perfected a satiation of the dueling aims known to both 
entertainment and social conscious. The cinema of revolt is experienced only as vicarious revolt. The precise 
formulation of this pacification is of little concern to the spectacle, its result is what is of concern to the 
mediation of class dominance. Cinema has confined itself to a 'reasonable' period within the allotment of 90 to 
120 minutes, and, yet again, with justifiable purpose,- it is just enough time to convey the impression that 
something has occurred through its pre-structured renditions of pseudo-existence. Something may indeed be 
done with the exact movement of dead time, should it be made into an inversion of its initial intents. As it stands 
in the form of cinema produced for sale, however, the time must be considered to be without life, to be a 
platform perpetually enslaved to the ideology of our day. 

2.Negation. The only tactics suitable for subversion in the field of cinema are those of the historical guerrilla 
intervention, a model of warfare dependent in no significant way by its own productions. The guerrilla of the 
spectacle realizes that his campaign is dependent entirely upon the defeat of the enemy via the movements of the 
enemy, he is well aware of the fact that his arms will stem from defeated foes and that his tactics are designed as 
a negative of his particular adversary. This is all that remains viable for the revolutionist of subjectivity in any 
cultural production, cinema included well beyond doubt or refutation. The Kalashnikov of today may be as 
simple in its appearance as the crudest B movie, but it is no less deadly that the namesake we contend with. For a 
program of this negation to be realized, the integral points of defection against the norms of culture should be as 
follows:

 

1. Equal disdain and reverence for all cinematic works of the spectacle. Every film is open to detournement, but 
this need remains for beauty to be found in what misc. shit may be seen to exist in the surroundings of cinema. 

 

2. The death of genre. While it is true that films may produce different periods, sets, and configurations in their 
general progression, some of which may convey the sentiment of division, these considerations in false 
stratification should be viewed as such if cinema is to be properly defaced in any form revolutionary.

3. End of the art film, end of the film specialist. Some with a leaning towards the liberal pretension for a modern 
avant-grade will contend that more serious social commentary may be found in the lineage of Godard than in the 
standardized industrial cinema adored formally by the uncouth masses. They are the greatest and most intent 
enemies of revolution inversion towards the decomposition of the spectacular, and they should be treated as 
such. As with most fine enemies, they will on many occasions even pretend to an interest in the negative of their 
closely guarded society, so as to seem more intelligible in their static comments of groveling historical 
impotence, they may even adopt certain terms such as detournement in their efforts to appear to this image of the 
well bred and rounded cadre. This should be recognized as opposition to the destruction of appearance in culture 
and the realization of historical creation in both cinema and life itself.

4. Abolish the university cinema. This point is the logical and dialectical realization of those which have 
followed- the final critique of the spectacular and cinema at the ground zero of its formal production. Film, as 
understood by the professor and his ideological adherents within the student role, exists as a signifier of social 
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standing, of indoctrination into the operation of class power. If a low level functionary of the spectacle has 
completed the university courses necessary to prove himself a willing subsidiary of power, he may very well 
have taken an arbitrarily devised class on a subset of cinematic history, one wherein cinema of value often finds 
itself mixed in with a multitude of shit nearly double its presence, and in a context devised so as to obscure value 
in all forms worthy of consideration. The rare few films that are obliged a place in all cinematic courses, Voyage 
to the Moon, Birth of a Nation, Potemkin, etc, these only remain in place for the sake of adialectical 
historiography, a slide show of transformation presented in a manner intentionally incomprehensible to the 
intentionally hapless student. All else that may find itself applied to the academic distribution of cultural 
significance exists today purely in the position of speculation. Cinema has long since reached the limitations to 
its historical confines, but a recognition of this fact remains out of conception for the staunch defenders of tenure 
and the époque. Something must be considered high cinema, something must be treated as an art separate from 
the filth, the legitimacy of such means having never concerned the projection of the spectacle. We seek to end 
this. 

Excerpts from Arthur Cravan, Maintenant Issue 4

It is absolutely necessary that you cram into your head that art is of the bourgeois and intended for the bourgeois: 
a man without imagination.

I write to anger my colleagues.

New York is full of skyscrapers, the New York where destroyers make waves on the Hudson. These are today’s 
Americans, the poor people of the skyscrapers!

Raid the gallery, said one good child’s critique.

All men today are dark and fashion is the expression of their lives.

There is no point in doubting that a turd is necessary in the creation of a masterpiece.

P.S. You can speak of my writing with pleasure and you can send me: jam, mandates, liquors, and postage 
stamps from any country. And any present that would make me laugh.

-Translator, Anna O'Meara
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Excerpt from Saint-Just's Organt

Chant VI

There was Nonsense in the air; an old child with gray hair, with a bishop’s cross in one hand and a scepter in the 
other, and a packsaddle on his back. Citizen King, in the court, in the city, this vile prosthesis admitted 
everywhere; Bishops, Ministers, and Courtesans made him who he was, the cockroach God, greedy and 
industrious, consecrated, conspired, and glided like a reptile. He rang the bells in Rome on top of the Vatican; 
they saw him laugh while charging with swords in France; under a despot, he trembled in Byzantium; 
submissive and proud, slave and all-powerful, always the same and always different, his empire was Nature.

-Translator, Anna O'Meara
Surplus Value and the Spectacle

Definitions of labor, limited to conscious involvement in the production of surplus value, have long been found 
outmoded by the époque of the spectacle; the reality to the organization of this innovation in subjegation is that 
we are all passively and actively implicated in the coup of value's production and representation. Free labor 
today exists in any number of capacities, but the role of said labor cannot be understood purely in these classical 
terms of social relation viewed only through structural classifications of what does and does not qualify for the 
term labor. Formal critiques of labor have lost their shine in recent decades, with all models of existence under 
the spectacle having since been transformed into a mode of labor themselves, a labor of pure alienation. This fact 
that ‘labor’ has since consumed all moments associated once with specialized lines in time only exists as further 
testament to the weights of the diffuse dominance of today.

Leisure takes on the pseudo-cyclical qualities present in the dead labor, while dead labor becomes an entity 
evolved into an indistinct, perfectly diffuse, mediation of the commodity, this is the new reality of modern labor. 
The presence of complicit involvement in the movement of labor is hardly of relevance with the prevalence of 
labor governed entirely by imagined necessity, what is and is not 'official' labor does not lessen the state of ones 
alienation, nor does it lessen the weight of the spectacle-commodity form. It is no concern to the revolutionary if 
surplus value is created in the commodity prepared entirely in the machinations of thin air, or, the modern 
economy- it is the abolition of the very construction of labor which we seek. Wage is not important, to define 
this as labor, these divisions have become commonplace, as have all other models of domination present in the 
spectacle-commodity society. This qualifier of wage vs value is, presented without obstruction or addition, 
merely inadequate to explain the abundance of alienation’s latest manifestation in the field of the spectacular. 
Consumers are placed into non-waged labor in their leisure, their presence in certain locations and activities 
becomes a means of producing further continuity in the overdevelopment of the commodity, creating a mass 
scenario wherein the modern spectator only views their movement into the realm of totalized reification. There is 
no longer a choice of any variety foreseeable to avoid this labor of isolation, there is no longer shelter to be 
found in leisure time, the spectacle is absolute. 

“The spectacle subjugates living men to itself to the extent that the economy has totally subjugated them. It is 
no more than the economy developing for itself. It is the true reflection of the production of things, and the 
false objectification of the producers.” (Debord). In the spectacle's development of an economy no longer 
justifiable by history, the economy has since found itself entirely dependent upon its ability to produce an 
imagery of progress. Technological developments uncalled for by anything beyond a demand for an idea of 
'advancement' continue to exist, and continue to justify a model of consumption presented as an infinite 
accumulation towards nothing. This is the new logic of value and production in the spectacle, an anti-logic 
with no aim other than its own preservation and continuity. It is largely immune to rational deconstruction, to 
hard material analysis, for it has no cause for existence. 

The mystic quality of the commodity stems from, at its most basic identifiable root, from its intrinsic separation, 
from the width maintained by its specialized line of production. C-M-C remains a fleeting sign of 
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demystification, capable of unraveling select and ever evolving mysteries present to the question, but its 
identification of value has since been superseded in use with the massed onset the economy of the image. 
Exchange value continues to be produced and reproduced, along with the measures of its isolation, this is a rule 
behind all of such instances of successfully transmitted class power, but these productions exist now in a realm 
of representation. The economy which rules is no longer an economy of production, circulation, and 
consumption, it is an entirely new work of fiction, a work incomprehensible to those enamored with its own 
language. 

How is this value of exchange, of abstract labor manifest as deception, then, to be destroyed? Marx has already 
spoken of the necessity to abolish wage labor, though more now is required. It has become necessary to abolish 
not only the form of nominally declared wage labor, but to abolish the separation it has reproduced into the 
totality of society. Wage labor, and its inherently alienating qualities, no longer exists purely in the workplace, it 
exists as a society. To abolish wage labor in the society of the spectacle is to abolish the spectacle itself. 

-R.-M. Rogers

The material conditions of prison are 
often preferable to those of labor for the worker

I arrived at the designated place,
appropriately timed, give or take,
spectacularly void of relevance 
or chemical emotions.

Preparing for the day,
a gut of black bread,
black coffee.

Eyes full of ads
ears full of postured phrasings

nauseating ad hoc insults packaged as compliments

What of the day worth recounting
was recorded thus:

No Alarms
All Work Orders Complete 

Strelnikov

The personal life is dead
6 billion cells feed this machine
made whores
and I feel nothing

These hands keep working
heartless
wages paid in code
I never even see cash

Recognizing nothing in life
or how I came here

-Riadovoi Dostoevsky
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THE DEATH OF THE CITY

The historical formation of the city is a common subject in the most basic history classes. The first historical 
cities were formed naturally: humanity gravitated toward water for irrigation, drink, travel, and trade. 19th and 
20th Century, cities formed on top of the vestiges of older cities, then, the new cities of the 19th Century were 
built around roads and railroads (e.g. Chicago and Indianapolis). The progression of capital in the 19th Century 
used cities as centers of production—concentration camps for the proletariat in the form of factories and debtor’s 
prisons, which existed in the labyrinthine spaces behind store fronts. The bourgeoisie left the city to govern it 
from the outside. The gentry was the prequel to the suburb.

The unified machine of the 19th Century city is no longer necessary under the spectacle; with the expansion of 
spectacular capitalism came a renegotiation of space. The spectacular city adopted the model of the 
governmental capital, only what governs is the spectacular production of ideology—a bourgeois governance but 
an all-encompassing ideology. However, the irony in spectacular gentrification is that it gentrifies everywhere, 
not just the city; the spectacle governs everywhere. This new post-city model is manifested in the form of the 
strip-mall. No new cities will form so long as the strip mall can lend itself to infinite expansion. The 19th 
Century city model which differentiates the spaces of the bourgeois gentry/suburban and the urban poor has 
begun a process of evaporation into the new model which replaces the mechanism of the city with the strip mall. 
There is little difference between a city strip mall and a suburban strip mall. Likewise, the non-spaces which are 
built to house the proletariat are everywhere and no-where; they are isolated from bourgeois spaces and yet 
every space has the appearance of a strip-mall of some variety in order to create a sense of general displacement 
and alienation within a consistent, predictable, and inhuman system of capital. Every space feels like a highway; 
every space feels like a medium for transport. Living in a space that is only meant to move people through it 
creates an inherent sense of unliving. The proletariat under the spectacle is castrated from its original definition 
through its expulsion from the city.

This new post-city model has no calculated space for anything but the banal expansion of spaces that make 
money for people who do not occupy those spaces. As a result, the workers in the strip-mall, the strip-mall goers, 
and the people who live in the spaces of the all-consuming strip-mall are lost in the spacelessness of parking lots, 
the infinite repetition of the same shops (or at least the same sorts of shops), the spaceless abyss of the 
supermarket. Spectacular urban planning is merely a position that exists to draw lines between bourgeois strip-
mall spaces and proletarian strip-mall spaces despite their great resemblance and their arbitrary spacial 
differentiations. The urban planner exists precisely because space is now arbitrary. The fact that the proletariat 
and bourgeois exist in such proximity that bourgeois power calls for the creation of self-protecting spaces. 
Implements of their time, our architects today exist only as the designers of a more perfect alienation.

The remains of the dead city model have become ever-more prone to recuperative tourism, for they are relics of 
a past which once existed, a past beyond the reign of space traversed purely through image. The revered 
buildings of the city, the cherished downtowns of the classical world capitals, all predate the onset of the 
spectacle in the field of the city. These monuments to the commons remain, but only in the representation of 
cannibalization. Manhattan is a glorified shopping center, the center of Paris is a glorified shopping center, both 
remain locations only available to those which the capital to justify the proximity of their presence to such 
power. The proletarian may look, he may even work, in and around this grandiose artificiality which is modern 
suburbanism/urbanism, but he is no longer a participant. 

Just as Haussmann’s city planning advanced capital in such a way as to make the creation of barricades virtually 
impossible, the expansion of the strip-mall and spectacular gentrification make the potential spark for a 
revolutionary situation seem virtually impossible. 19th Century revolutionary theory demanded revolution in the 
cities. Maoist revolutionary theory, sadly, demanded revolution in the provinces. There are no provinces, today; 
fields are as corporate as the restaurants and super-markets they cater to. In the world of the spectacle, there can 
be no revolution without revolution against the spectacle.

-Anna O'Meara
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